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Among all the different substances in the blood, Tissue Factor is the most important factor that 

helps in the formation of a blood clot during external injury, as this injury activates its function. 

Under normal conditions, when there is no injury, its function is not necessary and is then 

switched off. Tissue Factor is also involved in clot formation inside the blood vessels in many 

diseases like cancer, heart disease, obesity and diabetes as then Tissue Factor is wrongly 

switched on.  

In this study we tried to find out previously not known mechanisms that are responsible for 

switching Tissue Factor on or off as this can help in controlling its function in different diseases. 

To investigate this we used specific cells that can grow in a laboratory and express Tissue Factor. 

Treating these cells with different chemicals can switch off Tissue Factor in these cells, or switch 

it back on again. The information that regulates these switches is encoded in the genetic material, 

the DNA. We isolated genetic material from cells that had been treated with such substances so 

we had cells where Tissue Factor was either switched on or off. The genetic material from these 

two conditions was then compared using a specific technique that can detect differences in the 

genetic material between the two conditions.  

We found that in some regions of the DNA there was a difference between the two conditions. 

This tells us that in the regions that were different may hold some clues to the function of Tissue 

Factor in normal and disease conditions. If we could identify exactly what these differences are 

then it may be possible to design drugs that help switch off Tissue Factor in diseases where it is 

switched on incorrectly. 
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